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camcorder for several minutes, she threw it forward and transported it. During these actions, QL discovered that the belt could be expanded, and she repeatedly loosened it. The former is suggested to be the behavioral pattern of solo object play toward sphere-like objects, and the latter is that toward string-like objects (Matsusaka et al. 2015). As soon as QL succeeded to fully expand the belt, she started kicking the camcorder, which was then hanging down from her own mouth. The motor pattern ‘kicking object’ is partially equal to ‘hang with legs pitterpat’ used to respond to a play partner in a tree, or to ‘rotate fruit’, carried out lying supine on the ground for object play (Nishida et al. 2010). It is therefore implied that QL engaged in kicking the camcorder as object play.

Although captive chimpanzees show various motor patterns responding to the shapes of artifacts and their combinations (Ramsey & McGrew 2005), wild chimpanzees in Mahale are unlikely to find artifacts like the camcorder. Likewise, they are unlikely to find detached natural objects that physically combine a handful lump and string shape during their daily activities. Possible exception may be a set of a handful-sized fruit of ikolyoko (Voacanga africana) and the peduncle, which chimpanzees would encounter in a certain season of the year, and thus it cannot be denied that chimpanzees may play with them. Few researchers, however, have reported the play of Mahale chimpanzees with such the sets of the objects (Nishida et al. 2010; Matsusaka et al. 2015; Hosaka pers. com., Shimada unpublished data). QL’s play behavior toward the camcorder is therefore not ordinary among wild chimpanzees, but a novel motor pattern that she invented by adapting her play to the lump (the camcorder’s body) and string (the belt) combination. This observation suggests that the creative, cognitive, and physical ability of wild chimpanzees can combine two different established behavioral patterns, and modify them into a new motor pattern after intensive inspection of the novel artifact for several minutes.
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Long-term ecological research studies are rare and invaluable resources, particularly when they are as thoroughly documented as the Mahale Mountain Chimpanzee Project in Tanzania. Directed by Toshisada Nishida from 1965 until 2011, the project continues to yield new and fascinating findings about our closest neighbour species. In a fitting tribute to Nishida’s contribution to science, this book brings together 50 years of research into one encyclopaedic volume. Alongside previously unpublished data, the editors include new translations of Japanese writings throughout the book to bring previously inaccessible work to non-Japanese speakers. The history and ecology of the site, chimpanzee behaviour and biology, and ecological management are all addressed through firsthand accounts by Mahale researchers. The authors highlight long-term changes in behaviour, where possible, and draw comparisons with other chimpanzee sites across Africa to provide an integrative view of chimpanzee research today.
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